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COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF FOUR CHANNEL X-RAY MICROSCOPY IMAGES TO 
OBTAIN SOURCE MS SPECTRAL EMISSION DATA ON LASER FUSION TARGETS 

Thomas L. Harper 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 

The four channel X-ray microscope experimental arrangement used at 
the Lawrence Liveware Laboratory for laser fusion target diagnostics has 
been described previously by Michael Boyle/ 3' Figure 1 indicates that 
this paper reports in further detail on computer analysis of these X-ray 
images in order to obtain source emission and spectral information on the 
imploded fuel pellet. 

Before describing the computer code M1SE, a description is given of 
how a typical four channel microscope experiment is recorded and processed. 

Figure 2 shows the schematic of how the target source of X-rays is 
converted into four images (channels) of X-ray spectral cuts at the film 
plane. Different filters and mirror materials combine to give different 
channel energy selectivity. 

Figure 3 shows the film as developed from the microscope, usually 
Kodak* type H film for 5 minutes in RXR developer. A ball-on-stalk target 
is shown as the example studied; and it shows the four images magnified 
and ready for the isodensity scan by the Photometric Data System, Series 
1000, microdensitometer. The densitometer records specular density as 
opposed to diffuse density values commonly used in energy exposure calibra
tion of the filB, 

Figure 4 shows a contour plot typically obtained using the digitized 
density data. Usual settings for the densitometer system are: (1) the 
imaging microscope has a 10X power objective with a numerical aperture of 
0.25, and (2) the scan slit is usually 2.8u x 2.8u. This leads to an array 
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of digitized 2y steps of 256 rows x 256 columns with 1023 shades of specular 
density from 0 to 5.115, For plotting and analysis tnis data is averaged into 
an 85 row x 85 column array with points on a 6u x tv grid. Although for 
image enhancement and for high resolution studies the 256 x 256 array could 
be used. 

Figure 5 shows the general data processing stream. The calculations! 
goal is to convert from density at the film (image) place to emission 
ergs/cm keV at the source plane. To do this several quantities are required. 
The data processing diagram is described as follows: 

(1) The film is developed and digitized as shown in the first five steps. 
(2) Isodensity contour plots, color presentations, and/or image enhance

ment can be done at this stage. 
(3) If source emission calculation is desired: 

(a) the film i_;libration vs. energy is needed; 
(b) the channel energy response, i.e., filter transmission and 

mirror scattering efficiencies are needed to obtain an average 
channel efficiency operation over a AE energy window; 

(c) the geometry of experiment must be known; and 
(1) the film average background density level is required. 

(4) With the data input from (3) the code will convert the digiti/?<i 
2 array to source emission seen in ergs/cm vs. position at the 

source plane. Each image is in turn analyzed. 
(5) The source array enables contour plots of target emission vs. 

position on source to be made, also area integration is possible 
to study various emitting regions of the source. 

(6) Comparison of the results with other experiments allows a shot 
summary and feedback to be given to the pellet designer. 
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Figure 6 summarizes these quantities as they pertain to the experiment. 
The measured fi lm density is corrected for background and converted to ex-

2 
posure in ergs/cm vs. position at the f i lm plane. The channel average energy 
efficiency and energy width at of importance are obtained from the f i l t e r 
transmission and 2-reflection mirror efficiency data. The lens geometry and 
magnification are also used to relate back to the source plane; to obtain 2 source emission in ergs/cm vs. position on the source plane. 

Figure 7 elaborates further on the equations and approximations used to 
convert to source emission. Define S(x,y,E) in ergs/(cm keV) as the emission 
at the source plane Zo normal to the experimental line-of-sight. The goal is 
to calculate this quantity vs. (x,y) on the source plane. Note that the re
sult is time integrated and no internal source absorption is calculated. 

At the image plane this source emission results in a flux of 2 I (x ' ,y ' ,E, t ) ergs/(cm keVsec) as shown. The geometry, experiment magnification, 
f i l t e r transmission, and 2-reflection mirror efficiency quantities are needed. 
Note, one to one "perfect" imaging is assumed. This flux leads to a net spec
ular f i lm density on the fi lm of FND(x',y') at a position (x ' .y ' ) on the f i lm 
plane as shown. The total specular f i lm density vs. {x ' .y ' ) on the f i lm plane 
is the measured quantity. 

The general equation for source emission is written as shown in Figure 
7 as a function of the net film density. 

For analysis, assumptions regarding the energy dependence terms of 
the above equations are made. Namely, average values at energy E (in keV) 
are assumed and an "appropriate" &£ (in keV) is used for each channel. 
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Figure 8 gives a summary of the various assumptions being made in 
the HISE code: 

1. No time resolution. 
2. No internal source absorption is done, so the source emission 

function looks as shown before. 
3. No point spread function is used although in the future some 

image enhancement will be considered. 
4 S 5 , Assumptions four and five are code approximations and could 

be improved upon. The uniform background density approximations 
appear to be reasonable. The average energy assumptions can be 
checked by using an iterative technique and expanded energy space 
to approach the true spectral content. For this iterative tech
nique to work, the spectral energy shape vs. position would be 
assumed to be invariant. The actual data used for the calcula
tion is given in the next series of viewgraphs. These assump
tions lead to the two equations as shown in Fioiire 9, leading to 
source enissio.. vs. position S(x 
ergs/keV at an average energy E. 
source enissio.. vs. position S(x,y,E) ergs/(cm keV) and S(E) 

Also, Figure 9 shows the results of some parameter studies of the 
assumptions used. Error estimates are + 20-25%, mostly coming from film 
calibration uncertainties, mirror scattering efficiency uncertainties, and 
integration limits on spatially integrating over the image. As seen in the 
viewgraph varying the average energy over which a channel operated, implying 
variation in the film calibration, can give up to 20% errors. Uncertainties 
in the film background, DBK, can cause severe errors when the image intensity 
is low. For usual images of peak densities >. 1.2. background errors of 
about 10% are seen. Similarly for S(E), the spatial integration limits over 
the image must be chosen carefully or large errors (in the case of weak images) 
will result; fcr usual quality images, this error gives abnut 10% uncertainty. 
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Figure 10 shows the exposure ergs/cm vs. X-ray energy keV for 
constant specular density values as shown. The data were taken by P. 
Steering of ILL and the curve fit was proposed by A. Toor of LLL. 
Further works on these and other film calibration work should be referred 
to them. The fit of density to exposure uces the equation as shown, 
developed by A. Toor. Recent data are shown to imply that a better fit 
could be used, and that the Bromine and Silver L absorption edges may be 
ca-ising some discontinuities in the data shown. Further work is being 
done on these measurements. 

Figure 11 shows the measured mirror 1° reflection efficiency curves 
previously shown by H. Boyle. ' The data of Figure 11 are analyzed to 
obtain— 

Figure 12, giving the 2-reflection curve used to calculate channel 
efficiency. Unfortunately, rather large uncertainties are shown in this 
last viewgraph. More work is being done to better understand these rather 
large disagreements with prediction. This discrepancy in the 2-reflection 
mirror efficiency and the uncertainties in tre film energy calibration 
(development, processing, digitizing) contribute the largest errors to 
this analysis technique. 

Figure 13 combines the calculated filter transmission with the mirror 
efficiency curves to obtain a channel efficiency vs. energy for each lens/ 
filter set combination. Geometry and magnification values are not in
cluded, -is is not the film calibration. Different filter sets can lead 
to somewhat different energy ranges for the microscope depending also on 
the intensity of the source emission. The area under the curves shown 
for each image is preserved by choosing an "appropriate" AE energy width 
in keV and "average" efficiency value for the channel, as input for the 
code, i.e., a square wave approach. 
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It is necessary to determine the average film background in specular 
density upon which the density due to the image is situated. This calcu
lation is done using the HISE code to integrate the fraction of density 
over areas of the array where there is no image, generally in the first 
10 to 15 rows and columns of the four corners of the picture. 

Figure 14 shows how the average density for each of the corner regions 
can vary slightly from each other and yet be used to infer an "average" back
ground film density. This background density is subtracted from the total 
density to give density due to the image only as previously described in 
the equation section. 

Figure 15 shows the source emission contour plots for a ball on stalk 
target shot. After obtaining the source emission contour plots, the question 
arises as to validity of the calculational procedure used. A method of check
ing the consistency of the data lies in integrating spatially over the image 
and comparing the result with other experiments recording X-ray spectral 
results. 

Figure 16 shows the results of this spatial integration, for each of 
the four images, in keV/keV vs. X-ray energy. Also shown in Figure 16 by 
the dotted lines is a result of a spectral experiment using Si solid state 
detectors. Good agreement is seen in the region of 3.0 keV where the two 
experiments overlap. 

Figure 17 gives a spectral plot in which the data for three different 
size diameter pellets are given. The laser energy and other pellet para
meters were silimar to those given by H. Boyle. a' Good agreement for all 
three runs is seen between the X-ray microscope data and the Si pir. diode 
spectral experiment data. Further analysis has been done and recent cal
culations of Janes and Cyclops laser target shots compare well with other 
spectral experiments. 
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In summary, it is possible to analyze the images obtained from the 
four-channel X-ray microscope to obtain reasonable estiiates of source 
spatial and energy emission. The tetmique shown here is particularly 
useful when relative comparisons are desired in which, from shot to shot, 
few parameters are changed. This data is of use in fuel pellet design and 
in checking design code predictions. The technique should also apply to 
pinhole camera data. Largest uncertainties appear to be due to film 
energy/handling calibration and mirror efficiency measurements. 

TI.H:gh 
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l a ANALYSIS OF X-RAY MICROSCOPY IMAGES- MISE CODE 

• Film density data is digitized 

• Film energy calibration and background are considered 

• Energy calibration of instrument is done; and 

• Several physics assumptions are made 

To calculate 

• Source spatial emission erg;/(cm2 keV), and 

• Source spectral emission ergs/keV 



IMAGE PATTERN OF ONE CHANNEL OF FOUR CHANNEL 
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, |J3 THE FILM DATA IS DEVELOPED AND PROCESSED USING 
STANDARD TECHNIQUES 
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|g ISO DENSITY CONTOUR PLOT OF IMAGE 4 (2.5 keV) 
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H3 ANALYSIS GOAL IS TO DETERMINE SOURCE EMISSION 
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• Source plana: 

S(x,y.E| ~fsjx.y,B,t) dt = f f S.lxjiaEtfTIE.z-z,,) dzdt 

ergs ergs erga Transmission 
cm 2keV cm2kaVsac cm^kaVsac z~*z° 

z„ i LOS 

• Film plana flux: 

l(x'y.E,t) dx' dy' = S„ (x,y,E,t) • TIE) • MMttf'fE) • 6EOM • dx dy 

ergs dx' = Mdx dy'="Mdy 
cmzkeVsec GEOM - *~? "^' 

4 » B 2 

PERFECT MAPPING 
• Film density: 
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Figure 7 



LS ASSUMPTIONS MADE IN SOURCE EMISSION CALCULATION 

1. No time resolution. 

2. No correction for internal absorption. 

3. Perfect mapping from source to image. 

4. Uniform film background over position. 

5. Average energy quantities are used for filter transmission, mirror 
reflection efficiencies, and film energy calibration. Channel 
response in energy.space appears as a "square wave" of width AE 
and amplitude T(E) x MIRR 2(E) centered at I keV such that the 
area under the curve T(E) x MIRR 2(E) is preserved. 

Figure 0 
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IH5 MEASURED MIRROR EFFICIENCIES 
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DOTTED DATA USED IN MISE CODE 
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Sii3 L J FILM BACKGROUND DETERMINATION 
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BALL ON STALK X-RAY MICROSCOPE CALC SOURCE EMISSION 
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